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BRAINSTORM

Ask yourself these questions as you are setting email marketing goals:
1. What action(s) do you want your recipients to take from your email?
2. What makes your campaign valuable and relevant to your target audience?
3. Who is receiving your campaign?
4. How do you plan to measure the success of your campaign?



CHECKLIST
Text and Content: What am I trying to say?

 F My call-to-action is in the top portion of my email and is a clear action item for the reader.
 F The Four C’s - My message is compelling, clear, concise, and conversational.
 F I have checked my grammar and spelling.
 F I have added preheader text at the top of my email.
 F All my images, social icons and buttons are linked properly.
 F My “from display name” and reply-to email address are accurate.
 F The first 45-50 characters of my subject line are catchy. Depending on the browser and email client, varying lengths will display in full. Since most open on mobile, 

sticking to a shorter character count is best.
 F My message is focused and trimmed down to just the most valuable content.
 F I have included details on how readers can contact me.
 F *I sent myself a test and made sure everything looks perfect.

Design: Does this look like my brand?
 F My logo and brand identifiers are included so the email is recognizable.
 F My email looks amazing on mobile, desktop, AND tablet.
 F All images and graphics have alt text (in case they don’t automatically display on some email clients).
 F My colors match my brand/website.
 F If I included a background image, I made sure it has a content background color that will show if the image doesn’t render (e.g. if you have white text on an image and 

that image doesn’t display, you need to have a dark fallback color - you can select this in the content background color section). 
 F I’ve linked my social profiles and website.

Segmentation: Who will be the lucky recipients of this campaign?
 F Everyone on my list opted-in and knows who I am.
 F I have segmented my audience carefully so I’m only sending this campaign out to those it relates to.

Timing: When should I send this thing so it gets the best response?
 F I’ve scheduled my email to send Tuesday through Thursday around 10am (because these are the best days/time to send it!)
 F I’ve personalized my subject line around the delivery date/time (if applicable) (Ex.”Check out our Wednesday sale!” or “Good Afternoon!”)

Analytics: Will this email generate revenue and build relationships with customers?
 F I have included insights from former campaigns to improve this one.
 F I have set a time on my calendar to review the marketing dashboard and campaign-specific analytics.



ANATOMY OF EMAIL

1. Well-planned preheader text, header 
and subject line
2. Brand identifiers (logo, messaging, 
physical address)
3. Bold and compelling imagery
4. Up front and center call-to-action
5. Featured products
6. Product recommendations
7. Social sharing buttons
8. Option to unsubscribe



WELL-PLANNED PREHEADER TEXT
Your preheader text (40-70 characters) should be an extension of your 
subject line. On some email clients, this area is visible as a preview to the 
email in your recipient’s inbox. Make it catchy, relevant, and valuable to 
entice the recipient to open your email!

BRAND IDENTITY
Be sure to include a logo and imagery with your company name and colors 

to ensure brand recognizability. This familiarity establishes trust and 
communicates who the sender is right away. 

BOLD AND COMPELLING IMAGERY
Include a nice header image with a bold and centered CTA (call-to-action)  
as well as high res photos in the body of your email. Be mindful of email 
clients that don’t automatically display images - add alt text so if the image 
doesn’t display, a descriptor will. 

UP FRONT AND CENTER CALL-TO-ACTION
Never underestimate the power of placement and boldness in your CTA 

button. Ensure your button is visible, clickable, and engaging. Action-
oriented words like “shop now” or “yes, give me that” drive movement 

and improve your click-through-rate.
FEATURED PRODUCTS
Featuring items from your inventory is another great opportunity for 
driving traffic back to your store. Don’t forget to hyperlink the image with 
the product page as well as add both a description and a CTA button below 
the product. 

SOCIAL SHARING BUTTONS
Always, always, always include your social media profiles in your email 
campaigns! It’s an effective way to drive likes and shares and ensure you are 
connecting across channels. Quick tip: if you’re using one of our templates, 

be sure to re-link to your own profiles! 



BEST PRACTICES

CONTENT
Don’t forget your logo; Keep urgent 

and relevant info in top 250px; 
Hyperlink anything that would make 

you want to click;   Offer helpful 
and value-driven content. Based on 

Hubspot Blog, emails betwen 50-125 
words had the best response rates at 

just above 50% .

AUDIENCE
Success is often a result of 

the sender having permission, 
relevancy, and trust; Segment 
smartly; Be open to responses 

from your recipients - 
including a reply-to email 

instills trust in your audience 
and ensures they can respond 

or offer feedback if they desire. 

METRICS
Open rate; Click-through-
rate (how many recipients 

out of 100 clicked somewhere 
in your email); Bounce rate; 

Unsubscribe rate; Delivered; 
Spam Complaints; Revenue 

generated

DESIGN
Responsive design - stack your 

content for easier scrolling; Use 
Bulletproof buttons; Make good 

use of your space; More graphics, 
less words; Find the ideal balance 

of colors; Use negative space to 
prevent overwhelming your reader 

Make your CTA stand out 

TIMING
8pm-midnight; The weekends are 
another optimal time to send out 

emails; About 52% of opens happen 
in the first 6 hours, with ~11% opens 

happening in the first hour. This 
means that an email sent in the 

morning will likely benefit from a 
stream of opens all day.



INDUSTRY BENCHMARKS

*Imasge/numbers from Campaign Monitor.



IMPROVE YOUR METRICS
1. Make sure to avoid spammy words in your subject line like “Free”, all caps, and phrases in the body of your email like “you have provided 
permission”, “full refund”, etc. ISP’s are constantly scanning for emails that should be moved to junk, so don’t let yours fall into the trap with these 
avoidable mistakes.
2. The majority of your email should be Text/HTML and not super image or video heavy (images and video carry weight and can slow your delivery 
time).
3. Sender reputation - a spam filter’s job is to rate how familiar or relevant you are with your recipients. Sender Reputation is the most important 
factor used to determine email acceptance by an ISP. A sender’s reputation is monitored by a variety of factors and is linked either to the domain 
or the IP address from which the emails are sent or a combination of both. ISPs often use external companies to provide sender reputation data so 
that they can screen emails against it. 
4. If your open rate is super low, take a look at your subject line. It needs to be compelling and attention-grabbing, yet clear and to the point. 
Decent open rates range from 15-25%.
5. If you’re seeing low click-through-rates, create compelling content and CTAs that inspire your subscribers to take action. 
- For example, your anchor text (text that includes a link to your offer, product or article) should be compelling and inspire readers to click 
through. It’s also important to draw the reader’s eye to your CTA so consider highlighting and emboldening the text to help it stand out. If these 
tactics don’t work, it’s worth re-examining your offer and ensuring that it provides the maximum value possible for your target audience.


